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Welcome new students to the Geneva School of Diplomacy


Spring Semester 2024

      Apply Now!
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Application for the Autumn Semester are open!


Elevate Your Diplomatic Career

      Apply Now!
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Our Faculty
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Our Alumni






















About Us

The Geneva School of Diplomacy (GSD) is a world-class premium degree-awarding institution specialised in the teaching and practice of International Relations & Diplomacy. We offer high-quality and praxis-oriented academic degree programmes from the bachelor to the master level, including executive education focused on both theory and the development of essential diplomatic skills. GSD also provides tailor-made programmes to meet the specific needs of corporations, missions, and schools.

GSD has a multicultural and multidisciplinary academic community that blends intellectual and cultural stimulation and offers the perfect environment for people who want to study abroad in the field of International Relations and Diplomacy. Our purpose is to prepare future leaders for their roles on the world stage, advancing development, peace, and human rights.

Discover More
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Latest News
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Emerging Issues and Persistent Challenges Seminar Series with Mr Igor Cvetkovski

Read More
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Emerging Issues and Persistent Challenges Seminar Series with Amb. César Gómez Ruiloba

Read More
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Students Visit from Kyung Hee University, South Korea

Read More
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Students Volunteering at Nansen Refugee Award

Read More











2024

Upcoming Events


	

10                                          Apr





Emerging Issues and Persistent Challenges Seminar Series with Mr. Paul Ladd



	

24                                          Apr





Emerging Issues and Persistent Challenges Seminar Series with Dr. Thomas Pollan



	
See all upcoming events
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Ms Festina Kurteshi 
 Student Testimonial













Klaudia Holewiak 
 Student Testimonial













Frizia Rounak 
 Student Testimonial



























“GSD gave me the possibility of conciliating doctoral studies with my professional life, which would have been nearly impossible in a more formal university framework. I would highly recommend GSD for those who firmly believe in life-long learning and a challenging, plus exciting educational experience.”              
Suzanne Rosselet, Professor at the American Institute of Applied Sciences in Switzerland (DIR, 2011)                





“My studies at GSD taught me several skills that allowed me to succeed post-graduation. The university’s small class sizes, experienced professors, and comprehensive curriculum provides a unique opportunity to learn and network with seasoned IR professionals. Coming from a background that was not IR related, the ability to speak and work directly with the professors proved to be an instrumental element of my time as GSD. The combination of the school’s focus on hard and “soft” skills provides GSD students with an invaluable skill set highly sought after in the workforce. In addition to this, GSD’s proximity to a multitude of international organizations created further opportunity for career placement, advancement, and networking.”              
Michael Hasenmueller, Head, Weapons and Ammunitions at Armasuisse (DIR, 2009)                 





“I absolutely enjoyed my experience at GSD. The supportive staff and my dedicated supervisor made my journey truly exceptional. I’m grateful for the valuable skills and knowledge I’ve gained and I highly recommend GSD to anyone passionate about diplomacy and international relations.”              
Rawia Khayal, Researcher and Lecturer (DIR, 2023)                





“My experience at GSD was invaluable. I appreciate how the intimate setting allows for deep discussion of subjects taught by experts in the diplomatic sphere who infuse decades of their experiences into every class. The international student body also enhances the learning by contributing various cultural and geopolitical perspectives.  The education I received at GSD inspired my current career with UNHCR and I am delighted to see that Dr. Athar Sultan-Khan is the present Dean of the University, sharing his breath of knowledge and expertise with current and future students who will greatly benefit from his guidance. GSD is a gem in Geneva and studying there was a pleasure.”              
Renée Sauvé-Lemieux, Sevior level Executive Assistant at CTG (MIR, Class of 2015)                





“The GSD executive master in international relations is a great opportunity for all those professionals who want to improve their knowledge in any subject related to international relations. I will describe this master’s degree as a perfect harmony of three parts: the school, the professors and the students: the school, choosing the appropriate and very current subjects; the professors, very competent and experts in their subjects, and the students come from all over the world with different backgrounds but with the same passion for any international subject and all together they allow you to understand the considerable changes that are happening in the world of international relations and how to use all the tools to face all the challenges more prepared. And that passion will help us to become not only mere spectators but also active actors in any organization, company, or school.”              
Marcelo Tenza, Director General of Group Solsegur (EMIR, Class of 2023)                



















GSD Online


Follow #genevadiplomacy on Instagram








genevaschoolofdiplomacy

















Delve into the heart of one of the most pressing g


	                    [image: Delve into the heart of one of the most pressing global crises with our latest seminar featuring Mr. Igor Cvetkovski, Senior Advisor on Reparations and Transitional Justice at the International Organization for Migration. In an illuminating session, Mr. Cvetkovski navigated the intricate landscape of the War in Ukraine, unraveling the layers of political, socio-economic, and humanitarian challenges it presents. From analyzing the existing political and justice systems to examining the innovative diplomatic and legal initiatives emerging in response, our seminar delved into the nuanced facets of this complex conflict. Mr. Cvetkovski’s expertise provided invaluable insights into the realities faced by those affected, shedding light on the urgent need for sustainable solutions and international cooperation. #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography #education #seminar]







We were honoured to have Dr. Alena Douhan, United 


	                    [image: We were honoured to have Dr. Alena Douhan, United Nations Special Rapporteur, share her expertise in our recent seminar series. The session explored the intricate legal landscape of unilateral sanctions and over-compliance, offering illuminating insights and prompting thought-provoking discussions. Dr Douhan's analysis shed light on emerging issues and persistent challenges in global diplomacy, particularly focusing on the topic of Legality challenges of unilateral sanctions and over-compliance. Stay tuned for more insights from our engaging sessions! #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography #education]







GSD Campus was honoured to host a distinguished gu


	                    [image: GSD Campus was honoured to host a distinguished guest, Mr Jagan Chapagain, Secretary General of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (@ifrc). The session focused on the pressing topic, 'Challenges Faced by the Global Humanitarian System: Growing Dysfunctionalities and Forgotten Crises.' Mr. Chapagain's insights offered a profound examination of the complexities within the global humanitarian landscape. From the rise of dysfunctionalities to the plight of forgotten crises, each aspect highlighted the urgent need for collective action and innovative solutions. Students were engaged in thought-provoking discussions, exploring avenues to enhance the effectiveness and resilience of humanitarian efforts worldwide. As we reflect on the session, we're inspired to continue our commitment to addressing these critical challenges and fostering positive change on a global scale. Stay connected for more updates and opportunities to contribute to meaningful dialogue and action. #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography #education]







We are the GSD students, of course, we follow the 
            [image: We are the GSD students, of course, we follow the trend! #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography #education]







We’re delighted to share insights from our recen


	                    [image: We’re delighted to share insights from our recent I&C session, where we had the privilege of hosting two distinguished speakers: H.E. Mr. Gustavo Gallon, Ambassador at the Permanent Mission of Colombia to the UN, and Ms. Valentina Ospina Diaz, a dedicated professional from @nrc_norway and a valued member of our academic community. During the session, we delved deep into the complex dynamics surrounding the question, “What happened in Colombia?” The conversation provided profound insights into the findings of the Truth Commission, shedding light on historical events, societal implications, and paths toward reconciliation. From the intricacies of transitional justice to the narratives of affected communities, each aspect contributed to a comprehensive understanding of Colombia’s journey. We’re committed to continuing this dialogue and fostering a space for meaningful discourse on important global issues. Stay tuned for more updates, and join us as we explore further avenues for learning and engagement. #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography #education]







Meet Darren Solomon! 🎥👋 Join us behind the s
            [image: Meet Darren Solomon! 🎥👋 Join us behind the scenes as he shares his journey at GSD, from his favourite class to the professor who inspires him! #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography]







Grateful to have had Amb. César Gómez Ruiloba jo


	                    [image: Grateful to have had Amb. César Gómez Ruiloba join us for an enlightening discussion on the historic significance of diplomacy in shaping the Panama Canal’s legacy. 🌐✨ Thank you for sharing your expertise and insights with us! #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography]







Proudly repping the Geneva School of Diplomacy whe


	                    [image: Proudly repping the Geneva School of Diplomacy wherever we go! 🌍✨ Our t-shirts are more than just apparel, they're a symbol of our commitment to excellence in diplomacy and global engagement. #internationalrelations #un #unitednations #diplomacy #geneva #switzerland #student #master #job #genevaschool #studentabroad #liveabroad #school #university #travel #culture #country #experience #genevadiplomacy #diplomacy #undergraduate #study #photo #reels #photography]
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GET IN TOUCH


	Chemin du Pavillon 2

1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

Geneva, Switzerland
	
 +41 22 300 33 77
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